
PHY 120
Review for Midterm 1 

1-Soap bubbles are spherical due to
a) minimization of volume
b) minimization of surface
c) minimization of perimeter
d) maximization of surface

2-For the soap films in frames you experimented with in class
a) two lines meet at a point
b) three lines meet at a point
c) four lines meet at a point
d) sometimes three and sometimes four lines meet at a point
e) depending on the frame, any number of lines can meet at a point

3-For the soap films in frames you experimented with in class
a) two planes meet at a line
b) three planes meet at a line
c) four planes meet at a line
d) sometimes three and sometimes four planes meet at a line
e) depending on the frame, any number of planes can meet at a line

4-The four shapes below are flat and correspond to metals with the same weight. Which one 
is more likely to float due to surface tension?

a)

b)
c) d)

5-The figure below shows four different liquids on a surface. Which case corresponds to the 
smallest attraction of liquid molecules among themselves, as compared with the attraction 
between liquid and surface molecules?

b) c) d)a)
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6-A paper clip is floating in water. When soap is added
a) the paper clip rotates
b) the paper clip stays in the same position
c) the paper clip sinks because surface tension decreases
d) the paper clip sinks because surface tension increases
e) the paper clip sinks because the pressure at the surface increases

7-The picture shows two containers with liquid inside, and a closed valve. 

V

After the valve is open
a) The liquid will flow to the left and the heights will equalize
b) The liquid will flow to the left and the height will be larger on the right
c) The liquid will flow to the right and will overflow
d) The liquid will remain at the heights indicated in the figure

8-A block weighs one pound on a scale at the supermarket. When put in water it sinks. An 
underwater scale shows a weight of 1/3 of a pound. What is the buoyant force?
 

9-A block weighs one pound on a scale at the supermarket. When put in water it sinks. An 
underwater scale shows a 1/3 of a pound. What is the density of the block? 

10-A block of the same material as in problem 9 weighs two pounds and is submerged in 
water. What weight would an underwater scale show?
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11-The figure below shows a rectangular block lying on a table in two different positions, 
left and right. 

2"

1"
1"

Call LP  and RP  the pressures exerted by the block on the table in the left and right positions 

respectively. Which of the following relations is true? 

a) L RP P=
b) 2L RP P=
c) / 2L RP P=
d) / 4L RP P=
e) 4L RP P=

12-When a plastic bottle filled up with water is squeezed
 
a) The pressure inside stays the same because the volume does not change
b) The pressure inside increases
c) The pressure inside decreases
d) The volume decreases and the pressure stays the same

13-When a force is exerted on a fluid

a) The force is transmitted in the same direction as the force
b) The pressure is transmitted in the same direction as the force
c) The pressure is transmitted in all directions equally
d) The pressure is transmitted in many directions with different amounts

14-The atoms in a crystal

a) are in random positions
b) are in positions forming a periodic structure
c) form an arrangement of positions that changes over time
d) are further away from each other as compared with atoms in a gas 
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16-The figure shows two hanging spheres

Which statement is true?
a) The spheres have opposite charge
b) One sphere can be neutral and the other positive
c) One sphere can be neutral and the other negative
d) The spheres have the same charge

17-The figure shows two hanging spheres

Which statement is false?
e) The spheres can have opposite charge
f) One sphere can be neutral and the other positive
g) One sphere can be neutral and the other negative
h) The spheres have the same charge

15-If a neutral object is brought close to a charged one

a) The neutral object will polarize and be repelled to the charged one
b) The neutral object will polarize and be attracted to the charged one
c) The neutral object will remain unpolarized and be attracted to the charged one
d) The neutral object will remain unpolarized and be repelled to the charged one

16-In class you played bringing a magnet close to many unmagnetized metals. You observed 
that

a) all metals magnetized and were repelled by the magnet
b) all metals magnetized and were attracted to the magnet
c) some metals magnetized and were repelled to the magnet
d) some metals magnetized and were attracted to the magnet
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17-In the experiment done in class you found that magnetism is a phenomenon due to 
a)   charges at rest
b) moving charges
c) resistance
d) charge polarization

18-The figure shows the curve of voltage versus current for two resistances, a and b, of 

values aR  and bR respectively 

Which statement is true?

a)   2a bR R=
b) a bR R=
c) / 2a bR R=
d) 4a bR R=

19-In the analogy between fluids and electricity, voltage difference is equivalent to 

a) mass of fluid 
b) pressure difference
c) fluid flow
d) surface tension
e) force

20-In the analogy between fluids and electricity, current is equivalent to 

a) mass of fluid 
b) pressure 
c) fluid flow
d) surface tension
e) force per unit area

21-Current is measured in

a) Amperes
b) Volts
c) Pascals
d) Pounds
e) Ohms
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22-Each battery in the figures is of 1.5Volts .The voltage between A and B is 
 

a) 0 Volts 
b) 1.5 Volts
c) 3 Volts
d) 0.75 Volts

23-In the figure below each battery is of 1.5Volts 

A

B

A
A

B B

b) c) d)a)

A

B

Indicate the voltage between A and B in each case
a)                    b)                   c)                         d)

24-In the figure below three identical light-bulbs are connected to a battery. 

A

B C

a) Rank the brightness of the three light-bulbs in decreasing order

b)  Rank the current through the three light-bulbs in decreasing order

c) Indicate the change in brightness, if any, of light-bulbs B and C when light-bulb A is 
removed from the circuit.

d) Indicate the change in brightness, if any, of light-bulbs A and B when light-bulb C is 
removed from the circuit.
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25 Magnetic domains are

a) Regions with positive charge
b) Regions of negative charge
c) Regions or permanent magnetization
d) Parts of the material with charged atoms
e) Parts of the material with induced charge

26 Which if the following pictures describes better the current versus time for the relay and 
buzzer experiment?
 

27 The Figure below shoes a battery, a switch, a flexible metal and an electromagnet with 
contacts marked as points. Connect the points so that the circuit works as a buzzer.
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28 The arrows in the pictures indicate the direction of flow of the current in an electromagnet. If 
“N” is north and “S” is south, which picture is correct?

29 The picture shows two Copper-Zinc and Coke batteries of the kind built in class. The batteries 
were roughly 1 Volt each.

What is the voltage difference between 1 and 2?
What is the voltage difference between 2 and 3?
What is the voltage difference between 3 and 3?
What is the voltage difference between 1 and 4?

30 A jar has a mixture of ice cubes and water filled to the top. When the water melts (assuming 
no evaporation of the water), what happens with the water level? Does the water overflow? 

31 Complete the wiring for the light-bulb, battery
and switch, so that the switch controls  the light-bulb.

32 Complete the wiring in such a way that
 the switch controls light-bulb B and bulb A is always on
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33 Complete the wiring in such a way that the switch controls 
Both bulbs and the bulbs are in series 

34 Complete the wiring in such a way that the switch controls 
Both bulbs and the bulbs are in parallel

35 The picture shows two double switches, a bulb and a battery. 
Complete the wiring to obtain an “upstairs/downstairs” 
circuit of the king we built in class.
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